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ABSTRACT

STUDY OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY IN METAL-COATED
CARBON NANOTUBES USING MOLECULAR DYNAMICS
ATOMISTIC SIMULATIONS

Dinesh Kumar Bommidi, MS
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Northern Illinois University, 2018
Dr. Iman Salehinia, Thesis Director

To improve the energy efficiency in many electronics and machinery applications,
advanced Thermal Interface Materials (TIMs) with high heat dissipation ability and more pliability
must be employed. Among a variety of promising choices to make the advanced TIMs, Vertically
Aligned Carbon Nanotube (VACNT) turfs (arrays) outstand with their exceptional mechanical and
thermal properties. Individual CNTs are quite flexible due to their quasi-one-dimensional structure
and presence of strong sp2 bonds among the carbon atoms gives them great strength. Also, the
dominance of ballistic phonon transport in the CNTs endows them superior thermal conductivity
when compared to many metallic substrates. However, the defects in CNTs, misaligned axial
contacts between CNTs in a CNT turf, and the CNTs/substrate resistance reduce the practical
thermal conductivity of the material.
It is hypothesized that the application of metal coatings on each CNT in a CNT turf would
enhance the overall thermal conductivity of the material and improve the connectivity between the
CNT turfs and the metallic substrate. As the diameter of the CNTs in a CNT turf is in the order of
several nanometers, Molecular Dynamics (MD) atomistic simulations is selected as a tool which
provide a deeper understanding in studying the thermal transport at the fundamental level. Thermal

conduction in the metals is electron dominant whereas regular MD procedures are incapable of
considering the energy exchange between these electrons and phonons. Therefore, a different
mechanism called Two-temperature Model (TTM) coupled with Non-Equilibrium MD is used in
this study and proved to be effective.
MD code to procure the coefficient of thermal conductivity (κ) was developed and the
effects of the metal thickness, number of walls in the CNT and the role of diameter of CNT on κ
of the metal-coated CNTs was individually investigated. It was shown that the increase in the
thickness of metal coating would impede the κ of individual CNTs following an inverse power
trend. Also, it was found that among the number of shells in the CNT and its diameter, the former
parameter tends to contribute more towards the thermal transport than the latter. The results of this
work are capable of predicting the optimal design structure for metal-coated VACNT composite
for advanced thermal management applications.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1.Motive

History of human civilization has also been a history of materials- from bone and
stone to semiconductors and plastics. Science of materials has been not just about trying to find
the right options to solve the problems of today but also gaining the resilience to tackle the
problems of the tomorrow. Dimensions of next generation electronic equipment are slimming
down at a great rate towards microscale as well as nanoscale. At those miniature scales, the heat
gets accumulated over a tiny area resulting in high power densities which can potentially melt the
components inside. To give a rundown of this phenomenon, an example illustrated in Figure-1.1.1
shows frying of an egg using the heat generated in an XP1500+ central processing unit (CPU) [1].
Another case in point can be a multitude of data centers that have emerged due to
the recent advances in internet-based services. These infrastructures consume a lot of energy
among which the lion’s share goes to the cooling unit as shown in Figure-1.1.2 [2]. Therefore,
thermal management of the material has a vital role to maintain the functionality of the device for
a longer time.
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Figure 1.1.1: Frying an egg inside an XP1500+ CPU

Figure 1.1.2: A breakdown of energy consumption by different
components in a data center
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1.2. Thermal Interface Materials

All electronic devices, machines with moving mechanical components such as
engines generate heat and overheating of the components result in the substandard performance or
premature failure of the equipment. Moreover, the dimensions of next generation electronic
equipment are slimming down at a great rate towards the microscale as well as nanoscale. As they
continue to become smaller and more powerful, the amount of heat generated in a given area
continues to increase. The basic rule for device reliability in the semiconductors is that for every
10 degrees Celsius increase in temperature the lifetime of the device would be shortened by 50%.
Hence, removing this excessive waste heat requires more advanced and efficient thermal
management solutions to maintain the functionality of the device for a longer time. When liquid
coolants or Phase-Change Materials (PCMs) are used, small air gaps between the heat source and
cooling substance at the interface level impede the heat transfer between these services. To
improve thermal dissemination, gap filling materials must be introduced that conform to irregular
surfaces and can be electrically isolating. Combining these features with high thermal conductivity
and pliability provides more flexibility and better thermal performance for diverse applications.
Employing Thermal Interface Materials (TIMs) efficiently bridges these gaps between the heat
generating devices and the heat sinks whilst effectively quickening the heat disposal from the
overheating critical components in the device to the surroundings that is essential for the stable
performance of the system as shown schematically in Figure-1.2.1. Some of the traditional TIMs
comprise Thermal Greases, PCMs, Thermal Gels, Adhesives, Solders etc.

HEAT FLUX

HEAT FLUX
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Figure 1.2.1: Schematic diagram showing a TIM filled between the
heat reservoir and heat sink

Most common thermal greases are silicone based and can easily glide into the
crevices between the irregular surfaces. Metallic fillers like Al or Ag and ceramic fillers like AlN,
Al2O3 present in the grease facilitate the good heat conduction, thermal stability, low viscosity.
Though it is a less costlier option for thermal management, its drawbacks like non-uniform
composition, getting pump-out or dry-out under cyclic heat loads make it a less preferable option
in long-term activities [3], [4].
PCMs on the other hand neither drift so easily from the region of application nor
prone to dry-out. They stay in solid phase at idle conditions and shift to liquid phase at high
functioning temperatures enabling their filling capability in the skewed surfaces. However, their
limitations such as low thermal conductivity (0.5-5 W/m-K), pump-out in cyclic heat load
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conditions, vulnerable to the formation of voids under uneven pressure etc. minimize their caliber
of being a top-level TIMs [3], [4].
Epoxy-based thermal adhesives, elastomer-based thermal gels must undergo curing
process that increases their stiffness. It also reduces their flowing ability into the gaps, makes them
a bit unsuitable for uniform spreading across the components and susceptible to delamination [5].
Solders though have higher heat conductivity (30-50 W/m-K) when compared to
the former possible TIMs, they too have certain downsides. Chiu et al. (2002) observed around
24% of voiding during its application [6]. Besides they are quite inflexible and the mismatch of
thermal expansion with the substrate make these an easy target for fractures under highly
fluctuating thermal stresses. Furthermore, they are costlier than the above-mentioned options
requiring skilled workforce to put them in the complex-shaped regions [4], [7].
For all mentioned above, development of high-performance TIMs is highly desired
as the existing TIMs have more or less reached their limits [8]. They are expected to possess at
least the following properties: a) considerably high one-dimensional thermal conductivity normal
to the interface; b) low contact thermal resistance with the mating heat source and sink; c) high
compliance; d) chemical and thermal stability; and e) easy transferability. Therefore, a lot of
research is going on to develop new materials that have a high thermal conductivity together with
good mechanical compliance so that they can be easily shaped, filled, or fitted into intricate
geometries.
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1.3.Carbon Nanotubes

Carbon is an extremely versatile element. It is impressive because it has the ability
to bond in lots of ways so can take many different forms. Carbon has several different allotropes
such as Diamond, Graphite, Bucky balls, Nanotubes etc., each with different chemical and physical
traits which is basically due to different C-C bonds. Some investigation has already been done on
fullerenes, graphite flakes or sheets and carbon fibers probing their suitability as fillers in the TIM
composites. Despite the theoretical super high thermal conductivity of the carbon-based fillers,
these composites have shown only a fair enhancement in the overall thermal conductivity [9].
Among these allotropes, Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) are a particularly interesting
allotrope of carbon and is exciting to scientists because of their unique properties. As the name
itself implies they are tube shaped material made of pure carbon atoms that are covalently bonded
together and having a diameter that is measured at the nanometer scale. Length to diameter ratio
in the CNTs can be in the orders of tens of thousands and because of this reason they are commonly
regarded as quasi one-dimensional (1-D) structures. Graphite, a naturally occurring allotrope of
carbon is a stack of several two-dimensional graphene sheets in which carbon atoms are
periodically arranged in a hexagonal planar state. Though individual CNT molecule is not created
that way, it is conceptually a graphene strip rolled into cylindrical shape. CNTs are typically
synthesized in the lab using the following three methods- 1) Chemical Vapor Deposition, 2) Laser
Ablation and 3) Arc Discharge., each having its own advantages [10]–[12].
These hollow structures are extremely light in weight, incredibly strong due to the
sp2 double bonds between the carbon atoms and their quasi 1-D structure endows them great
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flexibility. According to the definition, the basic classification of nanotubes is carried out by the
way the graphite plane is wrapped as shown in the Figure-1.3.1. This can be depicted by the means
of chiral vector (Ch) and a pair of indices (n, m). Here n, m are integers and the distortion of the
nanotube, also called as chirality, is determined by these numbers. They signify the number of unit
vectors along two directions in the hexagonal shaped lattice of graphene. In the event that n = m,
the nanotubes are termed as armchair nanotubes and in the case of m = 0, the nanotubes are termed
as zigzag nanotubes. Else, they are called chiral tubes [13].

(a)

(d)

Figure 1.3.1: (a) The unrolled honey-comb lattice of CNT (graphene sheet) with
labeled Chiral vectors & Chirality (b) Armchair CNT (n=m) (c) Zigzag CNT (m=0)
(d) Chiral CNT (n>m>0)

Another classification is based upon the number of walls/tubes each CNT tubule
contains. CNTs with one and only cylinder are termed as Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes
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(SWCNTs) and CNTs with two or more nanotube cylinders aligned to the same axis and remain
concentric due to van der Waals forces are termed as Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotubes
(MWCNTs). CNTs in MWCNTs can have distinctive helicities and having a common separating
of nearly 0.34 nm between the tubes. Figure-1.3.2 shows the atomistic models of a (10,10) SWCNT
and a {(20,20) (15,15) (10,10)} three-walled CNT (3WCNT) [14].

Figure 1.3.2: (a) atomistic model of a (10,10) SWCNT (b) atomistic model of a
{(20,20) (15,15) (10,10)} 3WCNT (c) TEM image of a MWCNT with inter-tube
distance of 0.34 nm

The electrical and thermal properties of CNTs can be related to its chirality vector
index. While the tubes having n-m=3i (i is a natural number) possess almost metallic attributes,
the armchair nanotubes are great conductors of heat. CNTs with n-m≠3i possesses semiconducting
properties having a band gap conversely proportional to its diameter. The wavelength of the
quantized lattice vibrations (phonons) and the diameter of a metallic CNT are of the same order
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and thus the heat conduction is generally a 1-D process simply like the transmission of light
through an optical fiber. This sort of conductance is called as ballistic and is observed on account
of firmly bound network with strong C=C bonds at a wide range of temperatures that is ideal for
high-performance thermal management in most of the applications. Due to this ballistic phonon
transport in the axial direction, metallic CNTs such as armchair CNTs are anticipated to display
huge thermal conductivity unless there are no deformities in the tube. Theoretical evaluations
indicated that the coefficient of thermal conductivity (κ) of an individual (10,10) SWCNT can be
as much as 6600 W/m-K that is almost double the value reported for diamond. The thermal
conductivity of CNTs in the radial direction is negligible due to which Vertically Aligned CNT
(VACNT) arrays are being developed to diminish the thermal interface resistance between the
CNTs and the substrate. In the VACNTs, the number of interface contacts with the substrate and
between CNTs is significantly minimized and all the CNTs are grown normal to the surface of the
contact as shown in the Figure 1.3.3 [15]. This allows maximum heat transport in the axial
direction.

Figure 1.3.3: SEM micrograph of a typical CNT array with
intertwined tubes shown as an inset
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Mechanical properties of CNTs are presumed to be almost identical to their parent
materials- graphene and graphite. Treacy et al. (1996) experimentally determined that the unique
structure and the aspect ratio of isolated CNTs allow them to restore their straight up position even
after buckling under the cycling compressive stress up to 1.7 GPa [16]. This range of yield strength
is much more than the ultimate strength of many of the materials aside from diamond. Yet they
are significantly feeble in the radial direction when compared to their strength in the axial direction.
Even the weaker van der Waal bonding between the carbon atoms is capable of deforming CNTs
easily and the extent of deformation reduces with increase in the number of walls. This infers why
using vertically aligned MWCNTs is more beneficial over SWCNTs to have better resistance
against buckling under compressive load.
Therefore, amidst a variety of choices, VACNTs are prominent contenders as they
can be deemed as a fusion of some incredible attributes such as but not limited to low intrinsic
thermal resistance, low planar coefficient of thermal expansion, low weight to strength ratio, high
compliance, high thermal conductivity [17] and high thermal and chemical stability to resist the
degradation or decomposition under varying or cyclic stresses when compared to the other TIMs
[18], [19] as shown in Figure 1.3.4. They also have enormous possibilities in wide scope of
applications like heavy duty fibers, transistors, fuel cells, Nano-sensors, transparent conductive
surfaces etc.
However, the above-mentioned knowledge is mostly based on or calculated
through theory. The practical application of VACNTs as TIMs is restricted by several problems
that significantly reduce its thermal conductivity.
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Figure 1.3.4: Schematic representation showing the comparison between the
efficacy of VACNTs and other typically used TIMs
There is no doubt that there has been a tremendous progress in the past few decades
in fabricating the nanostructures. But still to stand out as one of the best options, VACNTs demand
more advanced experimental methodologies precise to atomic level that are yet to be developed.
Though the arrays of VACNTs can be successfully synthesized in the lab, controlling the primary
functional parameters such as chirality, number of walls is a challenging issue. As previously
shown in Figure 1.3.3, individual CNTs intertwine with each other leading to the misaligned end
to end contacts between the CNTs in the arrays. It was observed that only a small fraction of CNTs
in an array would be in actual physical contact with the substrate and even for those the interfacial
adhesion is week [20]–[23]. Also, it was noticed that the heat getting traveled in the transverse
direction due to long tube-tube contacts [24]–[27]. High emissivity factor of CNTs also is a factor
that amplifies the transverse thermal losses in the form of radiation heat transport mechanism [28].
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Principal loss of heat transport in the VACNT arrays is caused by phonon scattering i.e. loss of
heat energy due to the destructive superposition of lattice waves traveling in the structure. This
phonon scattering usually occurs at the junctions of misaligned end to end contacts and defects
such as voids, impurities, Stone-Wales defects present in the CNTs, kinks formed in the buckled
CNTs [28]–[31].
It was proposed that the combination of metals and VACNTs can pave a way to the
design of novel advanced TIM with enhanced thermal properties. Ends or tips of CNTs in
VACNTs are often coated with metals (known as Metallization) to lessen the Interfacial Thermal
Resistance (ITR) [32], [33]. It was found that the ITR between the VACNTs and substrate has
been reduced by an order of magnitude from 10-140 mm2K/W to 1-2 mm2K/W [21]. This quite an
improvement but is confined to the ITR between TIM, the heat source and the heat sink. So,
metallization of VACNTs cannot influence the internal setbacks in the VACNTs like defects,
transverse heat transfer and misaligned tube-tube contact and contribute to intrinsic thermal
resistance.
Ngo et al. (2004) investigated the possibility of filling the hollow spaces inside the
metals. But controlling the filling process is highly challenging on account of limited design space
and it only allows to fill the inner most tube in a MWCNT. So, all the MWCNTs with the same
innermost tube are to be filled with same amount of metal which seems to be an ineffective
approach [34].
Due to the aforementioned constraints it is hypothesized that the application of
metal coating around each individual CNT in a VACNTs array would be a prudent way to deal
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this problem. This method augments to the benefits of metallization of tips by not only providing
additional heat channels for the heat transfer on defective CNTs but also reducing the radiative
heat transfer in the transverse direction since the emissivity of the metal is trivial when compared
to that of pure CNTs. It is expected that layer by layer deposition of metal around the individual
CNTs results in the fabrication of a foam that consists of coaxial CNT and metal coating ligaments
with pores between the ligaments. This material supposedly has low density, high compliance,
high elastic recovery, and high-energy absorbance [35].
Metals usually exhibit diversely varying adhesive bonding with the carbon atoms
over the surface of CNTs. Among various metals, Nickel (Ni), Niobium (Nb) and Titanium (Ti)
have shown to form uniform spreading over the CNT surface by making strong bonds. On the
other hand, metals like Copper (Cu), Gold (Au) and Silver (Ag) tend to form clusters over the
surface resulting in uneven distribution of metal which is highly undesirable [36]. Using
electroplating method Smith et al. (2014) has proven that among Ni and Cu, Ni has more tendency
to form evenly distributed coating as shown in the Figure 1.3.5 [35]. Hu et al. (2011) substantiated
this finding and verified the impact of change in electrodeposition voltage upon the evenness of
the coating. Other methods such as chemical vapor deposition and electroless deposition have also
been demonstrated as feasible options to create homogenous metal coating on the surface of CNT
[37]–[39].
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Figure 1.3.5: Uniform coating of Nickel over CNTs in a turf. [Higher electrodeposition
voltages resulted in the formation of nanoparticles, as illustrated in the inset. At low
electrodeposition voltages, the coatings were amorphous and sometimes not uniform in
thickness resulting in the presence of bulbs, as shown in (b) versus the smooth coating in (c)]

1.4.Objective of this study

In this research, a new composite is being suggested as a viable option for highperformance thermal management that hasn’t been deeply investigated until now. On that note it
is crucial to explore the behavior of this material under the effect of various fundamental design
parameters. However, experimental research at this miniature size scale using the current
technology is extensively tough involving prominent skills of the experimentalists, expensive
resources and reasonably time-consuming. Therefore, simulations come in handy to create the
model of the composite that can be manipulated logically to decide how the physical world works
and estimate the behavior of the material from the conclusions obtained. Molecular Dynamics
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(MD) Atomistic Simulations allow to perform these tasks at atomic level enabling the researchers
to understand the underlying physics of the thermal characteristics of a versatile range of materials
including carbon nanostructures, metals and their combinations.
The objective of this thesis is to utilize the MD atomistic simulations as a tool to
study the effect of various geometric parameters on the thermal properties of the proposed
composite. A Two-Temperature Model (TTM) coupled with Non-Equilibrium Molecular
Dynamics (NEMD) method is used to analyze and evaluate the coefficient of thermal conductivity
of metal-coated CNTs. As a fundamental initiative, the influence of the thickness of metal coating
for a consistently 57 nm long individual 3WCNTs coated layer by layer with metal is addressed.
This work also reports the variance of results between the metal coated 3WCNTs with different
diameters and the effect of number of walls on the thermal conductivity of metal coated CNTs.
Armchair type CNTs are selected because they are known to have higher thermal
conductivity than the other types of CNTs. The various types of CNTs used in this study are- a
(20,20) armchair SWCNT, a smaller 3WCNT having (20,20) armchair CNT as the outermost shell,
a bigger 3WCNT having (35,35) armchair CNT as the outermost shell and a 6WCNT having
(35,35) armchair CNT as the outermost tube. Nickel metal is chosen to cover the outer surface of
the CNTs because of its demonstrated adhesion and uniform distribution.
Chapter 2 gives a glance on the concept of MD simulations. It also provides
important information about the input parameters that are required to model and study the thermal
conductivity. Various atomistic models used in this work are briefly described with visual
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representations. This chapter also introduces the basic notion behind the NEMD technique, theory
behind the TTM and procedure to evaluate the relevant input parameters for TTM.
Chapter 3 contains the validation of novel code which is developed by combining
the methodologies of both TTM and NEMD. For verification pure Cu nanowire, pure Ni nanowire
and Porous Ni nanowire are used. Results obtained from the simulations are discussed and a
comparative study has also been done in this chapter.
Chapter 4 summarizes the conclusions and the scope for future work. The Appendix
is composed of the relevant sample codes used in this study.

CHAPTER 2
MOLECULAR DYNAMICS ATOMISTIC SIMULATIONS

2.1. General Overview
Molecular dynamics (MD) is one method to approximate the average properties of
a chemical system, that obeys physical laws, by working out the Newtonian classical mechanics
trajectories through time. Atoms are typically represented as a single point masses inside the
simulation domain by which means they come out mostly as hard spheres when modeled.
Interactions with neighboring atoms are controlled by user-defined force fields also called as
interatomic potentials. Partial charges can later be calculated by quantum methods to represent the
distribution of electronic charge on those molecules. Bonds between the atoms are most commonly
depicted as simple harmonic oscillators with the angle constraints.
To start a simulation, a range of velocities is chosen that matches the Boltzmann
distribution for that temperature and then those velocities are assigned randomly to each atom.
Similar methods are then used to put energy into the bonds and angles as well. The simulation is
then run according to Newtonian physics with the molecules transferring both energy and
momentum to one another via electrostatics and interatomic forces. The ergodic hypothesis says
that a simulation run through sufficiently large time or over sufficiently large space should produce
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the same results. Also, evaluating diffusion and transport phenomena using MD simulations have
been proven to produce good results in the problems related to a variety of fields like solid
mechanics, bio-molecules, fluid dynamics and polymers [39].
MD also utilizes a molecular mechanics energy function which is actually a
conservative potential energy function that does not vary in time and relies only on the space coordinates of the atoms or molecules. It is conservative because the total energy of the entire system
remains constant throughout time if the equations are computed correctly. So, the total potential
energy (PE) or the total kinetic energy (KE) can separately vary but their sum, also referred as
Hamiltonian (H), is always a conserved value as represented in equation 2.1.
H = PE + KE

(2.1)

If there are N atoms in a system, the value of KE is decided only by the velocities
or linear momenta of all the individual atoms as shown in equation 2.2 and the amount of PE is
dictated by the position vectors of all the atoms as shown in equation 2.3.
𝑁

1
𝐾𝐸 = ∑ 𝑚𝑖 𝑣𝑖 2
2

(2.2)

𝑖=1

𝑁

𝑃𝐸 = ∑ 𝑈𝑖 (𝑟)

(2.3)

𝑖=1

where mi, ri, vi, ai and Ui are the mass, position, velocity, acceleration and potential
energy of ith atom respectively. It is further known that the Force (F) is equal to the gradient of
potential energy. Dynamics of each and every atom present inside the simulated system is
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governed by the following second-order nonlinear partial differential equation 2.4. that is derived
by fulfilling the Newtons second law, Fi = miai.

𝑚𝑖

𝑑 2 𝑟𝑖
𝑑𝑈(𝑟)
= −
2
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑟𝑖

(2.4)

Thus, acceleration of any atom can be evaluated at a particular point of time if the
initial position vector at that time and U(r) are known which are usually rendered from the userprovided interatomic potential.
LAMMPS abbreviated as Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel
Simulator is an open-source classical MD simulation code developed at Sandia National
Laboratories. It can model an ensemble of particles in solid or fluid phases using a wide range of
force fields and boundary conditions which can efficiently be run on both single processor desktop
or laptop and multi-core parallel computers. LAMMPS package is easy to install or modify and is
proven to be an effective tool in many case studies which involves the modelling of carbon
structures, metals, polymers etc. [40]–[45]. For that reason, LAMMPS MD code is chosen to
model the simulation domain in this thesis work.
Allowing the system to dynamically evolve through time obviously requires the
direct relationship between the initial position at time t0 (ri(t0)) and the new position (ri(t0+Δt))
after a time interval (Δt, also known as timestep). LAMMPS uses a standard algorithm called
velocity-Verlet integrator to update the position vectors where the initial timestep is obtained from
the Taylors expansion of degree two [43], [45]. Equation 2.5 and equation 2.6 represent the second
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order Taylors polynomials for evaluating the updated position vector and thus derived velocity
vector respectively.
1
𝑟𝑖 (𝑡 + ∆𝑡) = 𝑟𝑖 (𝑡) + 𝑣𝑖 (𝑡)∆𝑡 + 𝑎𝑖 (𝑡)∆𝑡 2
2

(2.5)

1
𝑣𝑖 (𝑡 + ∆𝑡) = 𝑣𝑖 (𝑡) + (𝑎𝑖 (𝑡) + 𝑎𝑖 (𝑡 + ∆𝑡))∆𝑡
2

(2.6)

Ensemble by definition is a group of different states of the same system. The
possible state of a real system can be exemplified in the simulation domain using one of the
statistical ensembles. A state of the system is generally described as the set of thermodynamic
variables those can be observed at macroscale such as the number of atoms, volume of the system,
pressure, temperature etc. But keeping track of all those properties for every individual atom in a
timely evolving system containing numerous atoms is impractical and unfeasible. Statistical
thermodynamic ensemble is the assortment of some macroscopical thermodynamic properties that
are constrained not to change with time which allows the simulation domain to reach statistical
equilibrium. The system is then divided into an ample number of microstates to observe the change
in the value of the unconstrained thermodynamic property of interest with time. The average of
the probability distribution of these microstates from a large-enough space-time sample is used to
find the thermodynamic property of interest. NVE, NPT and NVT are some of the important
thermodynamic ensembles each having its own usage where E, N, V, P, T represent the total
energy, number of atoms in the system, volume, pressure and temperature of the system
respectively. In the NVE ensemble, also known as the microcanonical ensemble, N, V, E are fixed
allowing only velocity and atomic positions (microstates) to change which in turn can be used to
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calculate the macroscopic properties like change in kinetic energy, temperature and pressure.
Similarly, in the NVT ensemble also known as canonical ensemble N, V, T are fixed letting only
energy and pressure to change with time. Isobaric-Isothermal ensemble (NPT ensemble) also
known as Gibbs ensemble allows the system to quickly attain structural equilibrium allowing the
system to expand with change in energy [46].
One mole of any material contains Avogadro number of atoms (6.022×1023) which
is an enormous number. In general, number of atoms in the modeled systems are limited to the
range of 104-109 to make the simulations quick and computationally feasible but still the range is
remotely far from the real system. Also, due to such tiny size scale, the results can be largely
influenced by finite size effects because of the surface domination of the system rather than the
bulk domination. Periodic boundary conditions are used to overcome these setbacks and make as
if the boundaries don’t exist at all where the atoms that exit from one boundary will re-enter the
simulation box from the opposite boundary at the same corresponding location. Though it mimics
an infinitely large model which is appreciable, usage of periodic boundary conditions is contingent
upon the model and its application. Fixed boundary conditions and free boundary conditions are
more suitable in many of the applications to have a better regulation on certain parameters. For
example, applying periodic boundary conditions normal to the plane of a graphene sheet can infer
it as graphite material which may contradict the objective of study. LAMMPS offers both periodic
and non-periodic boundary conditions in its code. After creating the structure, defining the solution
strategies, integrator algorithms, ensembles and boundary conditions it is also essential to provide
the necessary initial positions of the atoms in space, their initial velocities and force fields acting
between them for making the simulation work.
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Unlike many experimental setups MD simulations are economical, easier to install,
and the simulations can be repeated many times at the will of the scientist with changes in the
parameters of the modeled system. MD simulations work as a bridge between the theory and
experiments. advanced materials that are too complex for pure analytical reasoning can be
numerically solved with much ease. Phenomena that are not possible to discern from the
experimental research can be modeled and investigated. While offering many such merits MD
atomistic simulations have certain limitations too. For instance, phase-space sampling of statistical
equilibrium ensembles is not same as simulating the individual particles exhaustively. Accuracy
of the results is highly dependent on the interatomic potential and same material can give disparate
results under given conditions when different empirical force fields are used. It gets
computationally more expensive when large systems with billions of atoms are modeled.
However, despite of the downsides, MD simulations have a great potential to
successfully predict the trends due to the effect of certain parameters in a well-modeled atomistic
system which is one of the fundamental endeavors in investigating the possibilities of any material.

2.2. Interatomic Potentials
Interatomic potentials are numerically derived functions to evaluate the potential
energy of atoms in a system at specified positions in time-space. These are extensively developed
from reliable mathematical models and adjusted so that they can reproduce many of the properties
of a real material such as melting point, thermal expansion, mechanical characteristics etc. It is
one of the factors upon which the speed of the simulation relies on. The limitations of classical
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interatomic potentials include their incompetence to take quantum effects into account. Also, the
empirical potentials are in general derived to function well at fixed environmental conditions
because of which the observable changes in pH, humidity, temperature, pressure etc. in the real
world are overlooked.
To characterize the interatomic interactions between the carbon atoms in the CNTs,
AIREBO which is abbreviated as Adaptive Intermolecular Reactive Empirical Bond Order
Potential is chosen in this work [46], [47]. It was proven to be effective in the thermal transport
studies for carbon structures. The entire energy of the system is given as,

𝐸=

1
𝑇𝑂𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁
∑ ∑ [𝐸𝑖𝑗𝑅𝐸𝐵𝑂 + 𝐸𝑖𝑗𝐿𝐽 + ∑ ∑ 𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙
]
2
𝑖

𝑗≠𝑖

(2.7)

𝑘≠𝑖,𝑗 𝑙≠𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

Here, EREBO denotes the covalent interactions between a pair of atoms and is similar
to the Reactive Bond Order Potential indicated by Brenner [48] that is shown in equation 2.8.
𝐸𝑖𝑗𝑅𝐸𝐵𝑂 = 𝑉𝑖𝑗𝑅 + 𝑏𝑖𝑗 𝑉𝑖𝑗𝐴

(2.8)

where VijA and VijR specify the repulsive and attractive force fields between ith and
jth atoms; bij denotes the many-body bonding parameter. ELJ term is accountable for the long-range
intermolecular interactions between the atoms those are not directly bonded. It is based on the
Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential which is given in the equation 2.9.
12

𝐸𝑖𝑗𝐿𝐽

𝜎𝑖𝑗
= 4𝜀𝑖𝑗 [( )
𝑟𝑖𝑗

6

𝜎𝑖𝑗
−( ) ]
𝑟𝑖𝑗

(2.9)
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The term ETORSION is used to express the dihedral-angle intermolecular interactions.
Unlike in the case of hydrocarbons, this term is regarded as of no account in the study of CNTs
because of the absence of C-H bonds. Hence it is not being discussed in this work.
Interactions between Nickel atoms are expressed by Embedded Atom Method
(EAM) [48]. In this method, the total system energy made of monoatomic material is given by

1
𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ∑ 𝑉(𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) + ∑ 𝐹 (∑ 𝜌(𝑟𝑖𝑗 ))
2
𝑖𝑗

𝑖

(2.10)

𝑖≠𝑗

where the first term in the equation 2.10. is a purely repulsive pair potential (twobody term) and hence multiplied with ½. V(rij) represents the interaction between ith atom jth atom
as function of distance between them. F denotes the embedding energy as a function of the atomic
density function induced at location i because of all the other atoms (i≠j). The second term in the
equation 2.10. depends on density (or volume) and is almost similar to many-body interactions in
the system.
Interactions between nickel and carbon atoms are modeled using the Morse type
interatomic pair potential which is described as,
𝑉(𝑟) = 𝐷𝑒 [𝑒 −2𝛼(𝑟−𝑟0 ) − 2𝑒 −𝛼(𝑟−𝑟0 ]

(2.11)

where De represents the equilibrium bond energy and r0 is the bond distance.
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Parameters used in the Morse function are shown in Table 1. These are obtained from the
work of Xian et al. (2013) where he validated them to be in consistent with the other Ni-C systems
[49].
Table 1. Input parameters used in the Morse potential to define Ni-C interactions

De (eV)

α (Å-1)

r0 (Å)

rcut-off (Å)

0.234

1.975

2.27

3.0

2.3. Non-Equilibrium Molecular Dynamics (NEMD)
In experimental studies, the coefficient of thermal conductivity (κ) is typically
obtained by gauging the temperature difference that arises because of the thermal current supplied
into the material. Using MD atomistic simulations, it can be done in three ways- 1) Equilibrium
Method (EMD), 2) Non-Equilibrium Method (NEMD) and 3) Homogenous Non-Equilibrium
Method (HNEMD). Among these three, EMD method and NEMD method are used more often
each having its own merits and limits.
EMD, also known as Green-Kubo approach is derived from the linear-response
theory and in this method, the κ is evaluated based on the fluctuation-dissipation theorem.
Throughout the run the system is maintained at a constant temperature and no force from the other
sources is inflicted to make sure that it always remains in the linear-response regime. Then the
thermal equilibrium is disturbed by small perturbations because of which heat current is generated
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as the response from the system. From the direct integration of Heat Current Auto-Correlation
Function (HCACF) over a long period of time, the linear transport coefficient (i.e. κ in this case)
can be calculated [50]. The slower convergence of the function over prolonged durations to get the
valid results makes it less preferable. Also, this method works well only when the system remains
in the linear-response regime making it a good choice to study perfect crystals with periodic BC
and less suitable for composite materials having interfaces or defects [51]. Because of these
reasons this method is not adopted in this work to study the metal-coated CNT composites.
NEMD on the other hand, also known as direct method, is very much comparable
to the actual experiments. Here, the heat flux or the temperature gradient is directly imposed on
the modeled system in the simulation to find the rate of heat transfer inside the material and then
the κ is computed from the basic Fourier’s law of heat conduction (Equation 2.12).

−𝐽 = 𝜅𝐴

where J, A,

𝑑𝑇
𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑇
𝑑𝑥

(2.12)

denote the amount of heat flux, area of cross-section and the

temperature gradient respectively. It is a lot method when compared to Green-Kubo method and
works well to find both the thermal conductivity and interfacial thermal resistance in the system.
Heat flux can be applied either by pumping/extracting the energy directly from the heat baths or
rescaling the velocities of the atoms in the heat baths to rise/lower their temperatures. Both the
procedures yield consistent results when the mean temperature of the system is constantly
maintained. When the number of atoms in the heat baths differ by a considerable amount like if
hot region has more atoms than the cold region, then pumping and extracting same amount of
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energy into the heat baths result in the overall rise of the temperature. Therefore, it is suggestable
to apply the temperature gradient method in the cases of imperfect crystals or inhomogeneous
materials.
One of the limitations of this method is having more finite-size effects than the
Green-Kubo method because of the interface being there all the time at the heat source and heat
sink. Also, if the phonon mean free paths are too long (like in the case of Diamonds or CNTs) than
the modeled system, the obtained results may not come close to the experimental results. However,
NEMD gives comparable trends when the cause and effect studies are done which would lay the
design patterns for the experimental investigations.

2.4. Two-Temperature Model (TTM)
While the heat transport in the CNTs is dominated by the phonons (lattice
vibrations), the majority heat carriers in the metals are electrons. In addition, quickly moving heavy
atoms in metallic solids have inelastic collisions with the surrounded valence electron gas and lose
some portion of their energy to those electrons. This phenomenon results in an excited electronic
distribution and increased local electronic temperatures. Usual Molecular Dynamics (MD)
Simulations model the atomic system alone with user-specified structures and classical force fields
do not include the quantum effects. Each atom is considered as a rigid particle and Newtons
equations of motion are used to study the physical movements of atoms and molecules over a
certain period of time during which the effects of energy exchange between electrons and atoms
are completely ignored. This disregard would lead to erroneous outcomes and conclusions and
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hence, in general, solitary EMD or NEMD methods are ineffective to study the heat transport in
the metallic structures or composites made up of metals.
Two temperature model (TTM) coupled with MD simulation turns out to be useful
as it provides a mechanism for energy exchange between the electron gas and atoms based on an
inhomogeneous langevin thermostat. This method was proven to be effective when the electronphonon coupling is pivotal such as the heat transport through a metal-semiconductor interface [52],
shock-induced melting of Ni single crystal [53], thermal conductivity of SiC-reinforced aluminum
metal matrix composite [54], to name a few. To essentially incorporate energy transfer by the
electronic subsystem in the model, the following heat diffusion equation 2.13., is used which was
derived by D.M.Duffy and A.M.Rutherford for their radiation damage simulations [55].

𝐶𝑒 𝜌𝑒

𝜕𝑇𝑒
= ∇(𝜅𝑒 ∇𝑇𝑒 ) − 𝑔𝑒𝑝 (𝑇𝑒 − 𝑇𝑎 ) + 𝑔𝑠 𝑇𝑎
𝜕𝑡

(2.13)

where Ce is the electronic specific heat, 𝜌𝑒 is the electron density, κe is the electronic
thermal conductivity, gep is the coupling constant for the electron-ion interaction and gs is the
coupling parameter for electron stopping. These are all related to the material properties and may
depend on local temperatures. In this model, the quasi one-dimensional structure is divided into
finite number of cells. In each spatial cell Ta and Te are the average local temperatures of atomic
subsystem and electronic subsystem respectively. This equation describes the timely evolution of
electronic temperature where the total amount of energy lost by the atoms in each grid, at the end
of every time-step in MD, is taken as the source to the electrons’ energy in the corresponding grid.
This loss/gain in the energy would be balanced only when 𝑔𝑒𝑝 =

3𝑛𝑘𝐵 𝛾𝑒𝑝
𝑚

and 𝑔𝑠 =

3𝑛𝑘𝐵 𝛾𝑠
𝑚

.
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Here kB is Boltzmann’s constant and is equivalent to 1.380648 × 10-23 J.K-1. γep and
γs are the friction coefficients due to electron-ion interactions and electron stopping respectively.
m is the mass of atom and n is the number of atoms per unit volume. Ta, Te, gep and gs vary in all
three space dimensions and with relative to time. In order to apply TTM in NEMD simulations
considering electronic energy, the entire simulation cell has to be divided into a number of cubic
cells, called grids, in which the electronic temperature is assumed to be constant. The results of
the simulations are not presumed to be influenced by the size of the cell. The electronic
contribution to the heat capacity can be assumed as being linearly proportional to the absolute
temperature as shown in equation 2.14 [56], [57].
𝐶𝑒 = 𝜎𝑇

(2.14)

where σ = 0.34π2D(εF)kB2 is called as Sommerfield constant with D(εF) being the
energy density of states evaluated at the Fermi energy [57]. Wiedmann-Franz Law is used to
approximate the value of electron thermal conductivity [58]. It is based on the assumption that the
ratio of the thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity is a function of temperature as shown
in the equation 2.15.
𝜅𝑒
𝜋 2 𝑘𝐵2 𝑇
=
𝜎
3𝑒 2

(2.15)

Using a constant value for the coupling parameter results in a good agreement with
the experimental data [53], even though the electron-phonon coupling parameter depends on both
the density and temperature. Therefore, for simplicity, we assume that the electron-phonon
interaction is homogenous in the metal and the change of electron-phonon coupling strength near
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the boundary is ignored. Also, the electron stopping effect is considered as negligible, i.e. gs= 0.
The value of gep is experimentally deduced from which γep is computed [59]. Calculations of these
input parameters are briefly showed in the Appendix.D. Energy exchange between the electronic
subsystem and lattice subsystem of a metal in the TTM-NEMD simulation is contingent upon the
accuracy of these parameters.

2.5. Atomistic Models
Depending upon the requirement and complexity, atomistic models used in this
thesis work are designed and developed using various approaches. LAMMPS code is used to create
the pristine metal nanowires and metal coating around the CNTs. By providing the chiral indices
and number of unit cells as inputs, pristine CNTs are generated using one of the Fortran programs
available. Once created, all the structures are relaxed to room temperature (300 Kelvin) and
necessary modifications thereafter were done using either LAMMPS code or OVITO, a
visualization tool. OVITO is used to see the atomic movements and variations in potential energies
of each atom, dislocations, possibly at every timestep throughout the simulation.
CNT models used to validate this work are shown below in Figures 2.5.1 and 2.5.2,

Figure 2.5.1: A pure (10,10) SWCNT of length 57 nm relaxed to 300 K
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Figure 2.5.2: A relaxed pure 3WCNT of length 57 nm with (20,20) tube as the
outermost shell

Executable program files to create hollow cylindrical CNTs are available. But, as
the lattice parameter of Ni and its crystal structure (Body-Centered Cubic) are different from CNT,
those files are futile in order to create a Ni layer over CNT. Hence, a suitable hollow cylindrical
tube is trimmed from cubical structure of Ni and it is then added to the 3WCNT using LAMMPS
code as shown in Figure 2.5.3. Due to the mismatch of the lattice parameters, all the Ni atoms
might not get enough expanse to get adhered upon the 3WCNT surface. Then they get themselves
attached to the first layer of Ni atoms over 3WCNT to produce an uneven finish that would get
worsened upon the deposition of additional metal layer. Therefore, the excess dangling atoms are
then carefully picked and removed using OVITO tool to get a smooth surface of uniform coating
with 1 atom layer thickness. Then, the successive coats are made to increase the thickness layer by
layer as using the same procedure as shown in the Figure 2.5.4.
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Figure 2.5.3: Illustration of coating first layer of Ni around 3WCNT (includes the removing
the unnecessay dangling atoms (indicated with red color) to get a uniform coat)

Figure 2.5.4:
W Snapshots of atomistic models with different metal thicknesses from
0.1nm - 3nm
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When the same procedure is replicated over the (10,10) SWCNT the structure
collapses in the radial direction as shown in Figure 2.5.5, probably because of dominant Ni-Ni

Figure 2.5.5: A pure (10,10) SWCNT collapsed in its radial direction upon the addition
of Ni coating over its surface

attractions over C-C repulsions to maintain the structural integrity. Therefore, further studies are
all done upon the metal coated 3WCNTs only. NEMD alone is used to find the κ of pure CNTs
and TTM-NEMD method is implemented to analyze the thermal conduction in metal nanowires
and metal-coated CNTs. Selection of timestep interval has to be smaller than the actual physical
process in the simulation. If a larger timestep is used for a to make the overall length of the run
shorter, thinking that the time evolution of the system can be observed for more amount of time,
the atomic movements might not get captured well which may lead to the erroneous conclusions.
So, it is always best to select the timestep interval based on the oscillation frequency of the atoms.
Carbon atoms usually vibrate with a frequency in the range of 1013-1014 oscillations per second.
So, to properly capture their motion, a timestep of 0.5 femtosecond (fs) is selected.
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In the initialization settings, non-periodic free boundary conditions are used for
every model in all the three directions. Under a given set of ensembles, when the MD simulation
is run for the same duration, identical models give same numerical results all the way unless the
initial atomic positions and velocities are changed. So, each case is run with at least two sets of
initial distributed velocities to ensure that the effect of initial conditions on the κ is insignificant.
After defining the structure along with specified interactions, the whole model is
divided into 100 grids and one grid on the both ends are fixed. Potential energy of the system is
minimized after which it is relaxed for 100 picoseconds (ps) under microcanonical (NVE)
ensemble. Later the entire system is dynamically relaxed for 50 ps to the presumed room
temperature i.e. 300 K. Finally, it is relaxed again under NVE ensemble for 25 ps to achieve
mechanical-vibrational equilibrium [44], [60]. In order to reduce the heat reflection from the edges,
one cell is left free between the heat bath and the fixed end [61]. Langevin thermostat is then used
to maintain the heat baths at 350 K and 250 K respectively for 2 ns to establish a steady heat
transfer process.
LAMMPS code generally outputs the cumulative energy sent in or sent out of the
system from which the heat flux, J is evaluated. It is given as

𝐽=

𝐾𝐸𝑖𝑛 − 𝐾𝐸𝑜𝑢𝑡
2

(2.16)

Area of cross-section is taken as the area of the ring i.e A=π(ro2-ri2) where ro and ri
represent the average van der Waals radii of the furthest and the nearest ring of atoms from the
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axis of the model as illustrated in the figure 2.5.6. In the case of SWCNTs it is πdẟ where d is the
diameter of the tube and ẟ is the wall thickness which is equal to 0.34 nm.

Figure 2.5.6: Aspect of area of cross-section calculations

Temperature gradient is calculated from the linear fit of the temperature of the 80
cells i.e 80 % in the central region. This consideration of 80 % can be decreased to get a proper
linear fit when the thickness of the metal coating is more. As the number of atoms in the heat baths
increase, the influence of heat baths on the adjacent cells increases which makes the temperature
profile a bit curvy towards the center of the model. TTM-NEMD outputs two temperature profiles
separately for the atomic subsystem and the electronic subsystem. So, in the case of pure metals,
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𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑥

must be taken from the steady-state conduction condition where Ta ≈Te. Finally, for evaluating

the κ, data obtained from the last 100 ps is used.
The parameters of the TTM-NEMD for Ni are listed in Table 2.

Table 2- Input Parameters of the TTM model for Nickel

parameter

Value (unit)

Ce

21.82938×10-6 (eV/e-.K)

ρe

0.18298 (e-/ Å3)

κe

0.0575155 (eV/ps.Å.K)

γep

5.575921 g/mol.ps

gs

0

v0

0

CHAPTER 3
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Validation of the methodology
To validate the developed LAMMPS code based upon the above conditions,
following models are chosen,
1) a pure (10,10) SWCNT of length 57 nm shown in Figure 2.5.1 and
2) a 60 nm long pure nickel (Ni) cylindrical nanowire 5 nm diameter
shown in Figure 3.1.1.

Figure 3.1.1: Cross-sectional view of a relaxed 60 nm long pure solid cylindrical
Ni nanowire of 5 nm diameter having zero imperfections. Each atom is color
coded corresponding to its potential energy where red indicates the highest
potential energy and blue indicates the lowest.
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The value of thermal conductivity obtained for a pristine (10,10) single-walled
CNT using this methodology was in good agreement with the results reported by Volkov et al.
[60] and Zhong and Lukes [24]. The obtained value for the pure SWCNT in this work is one order
of magnitude less than the values of thermal conductivity for a single MWCNT measured by Kim
et al. [18] and Fujii et al. [17], i.e. 3000 W/mK and 2000 W/mK, respectively. This difference is
mainly due to the strong dependence of thermal conductivity on the tube lengths below 200-500
nm [24], [44], [60].
Also, in order to make sure that the TTM does permit the energy exchange between
the electrons and the phonons in the solid Ni nanowire, two runs are made- one with pure NEMD
and the other with TTM-NEMD. With pure NEMD, coefficient of thermal conductivity was found
to be 6.038 W/m-K while the TTM-NEMD yielded much more high value i.e. 103.446 W/m-K.
This result is consistent with the measured thermal conductivity of bulk Ni wire at 300 K i.e. 94
W/m-K [62], [63]. It was also found that the energy exchange between the electron subsystem and
atomic subsystem is quite stable where

𝑑𝑇𝑒
𝑑𝑥

and

𝑑𝑇𝑎
𝑑𝑥

are nearly equal in the central region of the

model as shown in Figure 3.1.2.
The difference between the experimental value and numerically evaluated value
from the MD simulation can be attributed to the presence of zero imperfections in modeled crystal
structure where as in reality bulk Ni does contain some inherent defects. But that is too small of a
difference. Therefore, 10 % porosity is added to the same Ni nanowire leaving the heat bath regions
as shown in Figure 3.1.3., to find its thermal conductivity again. This time, it was found that the
thermal conductivity to be 102.814 W/m-K. Presence of defects usually result in the scattering of
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Figure 3.1.2: The temperature profile along the length of the model for a pure Ni nanowire

Figure 3.1.3: Cross-sectional view of a relaxed 60 nm long pure solid cylindrical Ni nanowire
of 5 nm diameter having 10 % porosity (Each atom is color coded corresponding to its potential
energy where red indicates the highest potential energy and blue indicates the lowest)

lattice vibrations lessening the overall thermal conductivity. But the amount of scattering here
seems trivial to affect the thermal conduction in the metal fortifying the electron dominance in the
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thermal transport. Nevertheless, this logic should not be unquestionably extrapolated to the models
having more defects or higher fraction of pores.
After verifying the developed codes to be in good agreement with the already
reported values, the effectiveness of Morse potential was tested using a (20,20) SWCNT. It is
coated with just one-atom layer of metal where the Ni atoms on the opposite sides of the cylinder
are much farther away to attract each other to be in the stable form as shown in Figure 3.1.4.

Figure 3.1.4: A pure (20,20) SWCNT coated with 1 atom layer Ni

Later each atom type is separately grouped, and simulations are conducted using
𝜕𝑇

TTM-NEMD method to compare the thermal gradient in each group. It is found that the (𝜕𝑥 )

𝐶𝑁𝑇

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑇

(𝜕𝑥 )

𝑁𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑙

and (𝜕𝑥 )

𝑁𝑖−𝐶𝑁𝑇 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒

,

are in the same range and almost equal. So, it is made clear

that there exist viable thermal pathways between Nie-ph due to TTM and Niph-CNTph due to Morse
interactions. Here the subscripts e and ph indicate the electron subsystem and phonon subsystem
respectively. From the thermal resistance circuit models defined by Feng Gao et al. (2011) it was
learnt that the direct thermal pathway between Nie-CNTph is highly unlikely [43].
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3.2. Effect of thickness of the metal coating.
Though the one-atom layer thick coating on the (20,20) SWCNT surface stays
secured, the additional increase in metal coating thickness would again distort the CNT in the
radial direction which makes the results unreliable. So, a 57 nm long 3WCNT with (20,20) tube
as its outermost shell is selected for this study. Metal is deposited on the outer surface of the stated
3WCNT layer after layer as discussed previously in Section 2.5. Figure 3.2.1 illustrates the
schematic representation of the model with hot and cold regions of a metal coated 3WCNT.

Figure 3.2.1: Schematic representation of the 3WCNT with 2 nm metal coating along with the
heat baths. Red color indicates the hot region at 350 K while blue colored region is cold bath at
250 K. Brown colored grids at the extreme ends are fixed.
In this case, the whole system stays in the thermal equilibrium at 300 K as the same
of amount of temperature difference of 50 K is being generated between the temperatures in each
heat bath and the mean temperature (Tmean) of the system. If KEin is the amount of kinetic energy
going in at the hot bath at temperature (Thot) and KEout is the amount of kinetic energy getting out
at the cold bath at temperature (Tcold), the absolute values of both KEin and KEout should more or
less the same in this scenario. Here, there would be two heat currents in the entire system. One
heat current (J1) would be traveling from the region at Thot towards the central region at Tmean.
Another heat current (J2) would be between the central region at Tmean and the cold bath at Tcold as
shown in Figure 3.2.2. All the heat current is assumed to be generated only in the direction parallel
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J1

Thot

J2

KEmean

Tmean

KEin

Tcold

KEout

Figure 3.2.2: Schematic representation of heat current travelling in the
modeled system
to the axis and heat transfer along the radial direction is completely neglected. If kinetic energy of
the atoms at central region is denoted as KEcentral, then, J1 = KEin - KEmean and J2 = Kmean - KEout.
The heat current traveling in the entire system is J1+ J2. However, because of the equal temperature
difference, J1 =J2=J and J=(KEin-KEout)/2.
To evaluate the rate of change in temperature along the axial direction of the
composite, the linear fit of the temperatures of the grids in the central region are considered. The
average temperature of the grids in the last 100 ps of the 2 ns long simulation is taken to plot the
graph between temperature and axial position and same strategy is applied for all the 57 nm long
models. For example, Figure 3.2.3. shows the variation of temperature along the axial direction of
the same metal-3WCNT composite which with 2 nm metal coating which is already seen in Figure
3.2.1. Subsequent calculations to find the coefficient of thermal conductivity, κ, for models with
metal thicknesses ranging from 1 atom layer to 18 such layers that is equivalent to approximately
3 nm thick are done. 7 models are studied having 0, 1, 3, 5, 7, 12, 18 layers of Ni coating and
Figure 3.2.4 depicts the plot of thermal conductivity results for the pertaining individual 3WCNT
with increase in the thickness where all the other geometric parameters kept constant.
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Figure 3.2.3: The temperature profile along the length of the model in the case of
3WCNT covered with 2 nm thick Ni

Figure 3.2.4: Thermal conductivity vs. Ni thickness for the metal-coated CNT and
pure Ni nanowire
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Analysis reveals that the heavier Ni atoms impede the lattice vibrations generated
in the outermost tube, therefore lowering the phononic heat transfer in the CNT. Furthermore, Ni
also contributes towards the overall thermal conductivity through electronic contribution, however
the electronic thermal transfer is much smaller compared to the immense phononic contribution to
the heat transfer from the CNT, resulting in overall decrease in the thermal conductivity of the
metal-coated CNTs. Hence, it was noticed that the thermal conductivity of CNTs is significantly
affected by the metal coating and follows an inverse power law trend.
The significant drop in the thermal conductivity for thinner metal coating is
attributed to the effect of both the interfacial thermal resistance and the thermal resistance inside
the metallic coating. As the interfacial resistance stays almost constant when the coating thickness
increases, the rate of the reduction in the overall thermal conductivity of the material is lowered
for samples thicker than 16 Å. This aligns with our previous conclusion of insignificant effect of
voids or pores in the metal on the thermal transfer when compared to the interfacial thermal
resistance as discussed previously.
Since, the magnitude of coefficient of thermal conductivity for CNTs obtained
through MD simulations is notably lower than the experimental results, it might not be a correct
approach to collate these with the results with bulk Ni nanowire. However, according to the rule
of mixture, the thermal conductivity of this hybrid composite material should eventually approach
the nickel’s bulk thermal conductivity when the volume ratio of the metallic coating is
exceptionally much higher than the CNT’s. This behavior is also affected by the thermal
conductivity of the inner and the middle CNTs that are not in direct contact with the thermal
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coating as those provide additional channels for the heat transfer which is studied more in the
upcoming sections.

3.3. Effect of diameter of CNTs
The fact that the thermal conductivity of CNTs decrease with the increase in their
diameter was proven both analytically and experimentally [26]. As the diameter of the CNT
increases it would be more prone to the distortions in the radial directions causing the reduce in
the length of the phonon mean free path. Therefore, the phonons get scattered mor often than in
the CNTs with smaller diameters. Now that the effect of the thickness of metal coating over the
3WCNT was understood, the same trend is expected for a 3WCNT with larger diameter having
(35,35) tube as the outermost shell as shown in Figure 3.3.1(b).

Figure 3.3.1: 3WCNTs with (a) (20,20) (b) (35,35) tubes as
outermost shells coated with 1 nm Ni coating respectively
Bigger diameter means more number of atoms per unit length. So, the total length
of the model is constrained to 30 nm to make the simulations computationally less expensive. The
analysis is made on 6 models with different thicknesses of Ni coating varying from 0 to 3 nm and
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κ in each case is evaluated using the same procedure as previously discussed. Similar trend is
observed as shown in Figure 3.3.2. and the rate of decrease in thermal conductivity tends to reduce
for the model with Ni coating thicker than 12 atomic layers i.e. approximately 20 Å.

Figure 3.3.2: Thermal conductivity vs. Ni thickness for the metal-coated bigger 3WCNT

3.4. Effect of number of walls in the CNTs
The van der Waals interactions between the individual shells of MWCNTs hinder
the smooth phonon propagation and rises the phonon-phonon scattering. To draw connections
between the role of diameter and number of walls on the thermal conductivity of metal-coated
CNTs at the same time, a 30 nm long 6WCNT with (35,35) tube as outermost shell is chosen to
compare it easily with the preceding model as shown in Figure 3.3.3.
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Figure 3.3.3: (a) 6WCNT with 35,35 tube as the outermost shell and coated with 1 atomic
layer of Ni and (b) shows the same in the isometric view

Much alike the prior results, the thermal conductivity does decrease with increase
in metal coating in the case of 6WCNT as well which is shown in Figure 3.3.4.

Figure 3.3.4: Thermal conductivity vs. Ni thickness for the metal-coated bigger 6WCNT
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All the models in the three cases examined earlier are then compared with each
other by plotting the variation in their coefficients of thermal conductivity with the thickness of
Ni deposited over their surfaces as shown in Figure 3.3.5.

Figure 3.3.5: Comparison of Thermal conductivity vs Ni thickness for metal-coated MWCNTs

Many studies proved that the thermal conduction rate in the CNTs drops with
increasing more number of shells [17], [26]. In most of those studies, addition of extra walls over
the CNTs have comprehensively increased their diameter as well. So, with two parameters
changing at the same time it was not certainly analyzed regarding which parameter among those
two has more impact over the reduction in the heat transport. From the plot shown in Figure 3.3.5.
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it is certain that if the diameter of the outermost shell is same, then having more number of walls
would be advantageous for heat transportation in the CNTs.
Though the lengths of the 3WCNTs compared here are different from each other,
it is observed that the rate of decrease in the κ gets diminished for the metal coatings thicker than
2 nm. Whereas in the case of 6WCNT the slope of curve is much steeper until or may be beyond
3 nm thick deposition. This implies that there is less phonon scattering in the case of 6WCNT
when compared to both the 3WCNTs regardless of their diameters. Therefore, it is demonstrated
that having more number of walls in the MWCNTs helps in providing more thermal pathways for
the heat to transfer.

CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

4.1. Conclusions
In order to render metal-coated CNTs as thermal interface materials, the heat
transport mechanism and its dependency on various factors has to be methodically studied.
Through this thesis work, a systematic probing has been done on a variety of material
characteristics right from the fundamental level that determine the efficacy of thermal
transportation in individual metal-coated CNTs. Isolated CNTs are computationally modeled and
are uniformly coated with Nickel metal layer after layer to imitate the electrodeposition procedure.
Appropriate molecular dynamics code has been developed to acquire the coefficient of thermal
conductivity in the axial direction for each metal-coated CNT. The effect of metal thickness around
the CNTs and also the characteristic attributes of CNTs namely diameter and the number of walls
on heat transport is separately analyzed. The vital outcomes of this thesis work are:
•

Though the electrons present in the metal are partly responsible for the overall
thermal conductivity of the proposed material, their contribution when compared
to the phononic transport in CNTs is minimal.
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•

Deposition of metal around 3WCNTs reduces the thermal conductivity along the
direction of their lengths due to the phonons getting scattered at the metal-CNT
interface.

•

Heavier metal atoms impede the propagation of phonons which are majorly
responsible for the heat conduction in the CNTs and just 1 nm thick coating around
the 3WCNTs resulted in almost 50% drop in the overall thermal conductivity of the
designed material. All in all, the influence of metal thickness over the CNTs can be
extrapolated into an inverse power trend.

•

Phonon scattering intensifies with the increase in diameter of CNTs since the
possible channeling of vibrational modes generated in the axial direction lessens
due to the expanded space.

•

The effect of metal is weaker in the case of 6WCNT when compared to the 3WCNT
of same diameter because of the presence of a greater number of phonon modes.
Hence it is always optimal to have a greater number of walls for a given outer
diameter of the CNT.

4.2. Future works
Fabrication of longer CNTs without any defects is very difficult and highly
challenging. So, with prevailing fabricating procedures it is usual to expect defects such as
vacancies, Stone-wales defects as shown in Figure 4.2.1, in the shells of CNTs. Also, there could
be chances of forming bends or kinks in the CNT structures when attempted to make them
vertically aligned as illustrated in Figure 4.2.2. So, as a short-term future work, the thermal
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Figure 4.2.1: CNT lattice with (a) vacancy and (b) Stone-Wales defect

Figure 4.2.2: Samples of slightly bent and strongly bent CNT structures

conductivity of CNTs with different vacancy concentrations and compressive stresses can be
analyzed. Also, analyzing the effect of metal coating around such imperfect CNTs takes this
computational study somewhat closer to the experimental investigations. Also, the interfacial
thermal resistance can be evaluated at the junctions formed by two or more CNTs at different
angles. These works can provide roadmaps to design the novel metal-CNT foam as the interface
material for better thermal management.
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LAMMPS input file used for coating Nickel layer on a 3WCNT is given below
####---------------NICKEL COATING AROUND 3WCNT---------------####
#----------Defining the characteristics of the system----------#
units
dimension
boundary
atom_style
newton
neigh_modify

metal
3
p s s
atomic
on
delay 5

#----------Creation of a hollow Nickel cylinder----------#
lattice

fcc 3.52 orient x 1 0 0 orient y 0 1 0 orient z 0 0 1

region
create_box
create_atoms

Ni2layer cylinder x 0 0 24 -2 570 units box
2 Ni2layer
2 region Ni2layer units box

region

Ni2layerin cylinder x 0 0 21 -2 570 units box

group
group

Ni2layer region Ni2layer
Ni2layerin region Ni2layerin

delete_atoms

group Ni2layerin

#----------Inserting the CNT inside that hollow Ni cylinder----------#
read_data

relaxed3Ni3wCNT.data add append

#----------Defining the interactions between the atoms----------#
pair_style
pair_coeff
pair_coeff
pair_coeff

hybrid airebo 3.0 eam/alloy morse 3.0
* * airebo CH.airebo C NULL
* * eam/alloy Ni99.eam.alloy NULL Ni
1 2 morse 0.234 1.975 2.27 3.0

mass
mass

1 12.0111
2 58.6934

timestep
thermo

0.0005
1000
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compute
compute

pe all pe/atom
csp all centro/atom fcc

dump
dump
dump

CSP all custom 1000 TUBE.csp id type x y z c_csp c_pe
PE all custom 1000 TUBE.pe id type x y z c_pe
XYZ all xyz 1000 TUBE.xyz

thermo_style

custom step temp pe ke etotal press lx ly lz vol

#-----Energy Minimization and Dynamic relaxation at 300 K-----#
minimize

1.0e-10 1.0e-10 10000 10000

velocity

all create 300 102486 mom yes rot yes dist gaussian

fix
run
unfix

NPT all npt temp 300 300 0.05 x 0 0 0.5
40000
NPT

fix
fix
run
unfix
unfix

NVE all nve
TEMP all temp/rescale 10 300 300 0.005 0.5
40000
NVE
TEMP

fix
run
unfix

NVT all nvt temp 300 300 0.05
40000
NVT

APPENDIX B: REMOVING THE EXCESS DANGLING ATOMS AROUND METALCOATED CNT USING OVITO
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Executable program files to create hollow cylindrical Carbon Nanotube (CNT)
structures are available. But, as the lattice parameter of Nickel (Ni) and its crystal structure (BCC)
are different from CNT, those files are futile in order to create a Ni layer over CNT. Hence, a
suitable hollow cylindrical tube is trimmed from cubical structure of Ni and it is then added to the
CNT using LAMMPS, a Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulation code, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1
In MD simulations, the Potential Energy (PE) of each atom can be calculated at the
end of every timestep during the run and can be dumped in a file. That dump file can be opened in
Ovito, a visualization software, to view the atomic movements and variations in PEs of each atom
at every timestep throughout the simulation.
When this whole structure is relaxed to room temperature using proper force fields,
Ni gets uniformly adhered to the CNT. However, due to some variabilities in crystal structure,
some Ni atoms be suspended over the uniform layer of Ni as shown in Figure 2. This phenomenon
cannot be controlled in MD simulations and hence, to maintain the uniformity of layer thickness,
we get rid of those dangling atoms in Ovito tool.
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Figure 2

Figure 3
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The dangling atoms possess higher Potential Energy due to more unpaired bonds at
the surface and this can be viewed by adding Color Coding Modifier. To add this modifier, go to
the drop down menu, Add modification → Color Coding on the top right of the window as shown
in Figure 3.
Then in the bottom right section of the window, select the Potential Energy (c_pe)
in the drop down menu of Particle Property. Particle property → c_pe as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4

After selecting any of the Particle properties, it is recommended to click on Adjust
Range - to automatically modulate the
vacillating start and end values. It is even
possible to set the range manually if desired.
Then the Color gradient can also be selected
from the different available options.
When we have thousands of
atoms in the structure, it is difficult to handpick the atoms just by visualizing them.
Therefore, Expression Select modifier can be
used to select multiple atoms having a
common quality (Add modification →
Expression Select). One or more conditions
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to be applied on the atoms can be given in the form of Boolean Expression. The proper syntax
and information about various operators are given in the ovito manual.
https://www.ovito.org/manual/particles.modifiers.expression_select.html
E.g: In this case, as already discussed,
the dangling atoms would have high PE
when compared to the atoms below
them. Also as all those atoms are
hanging to the first layer of Ni, they
would be at much far distance from the
center of the CNT. Hence, the PE range
being -2.45 to -7.83, all the atoms with
PE greater than -3 (c_pe>-3) OR all the
atoms that lie exterior to circular region
with
radius
16
2
2
2
(Position.y +Position.z >16 )
are
selected
.
The above set criteria
for PE and Radius may vary depending
on the structure or the problem. So, the
user should be able to estimate them
accordingly with good judgement.
Note: Here, the atoms with high range
of PE would be in red color and by
default the atoms that are selected
through Boolean expression would be
in red color too. Hence, Color coding modifier is unchecked to have a better illustration of the
selected atoms.
Lastly, all the above selected atoms can be deleted by using the Delete Selected
Particles modifier (Add Modification → Delete Selected Particles).
To use the current state of the structure as an input
file for the MD simulation, it must be exported to a format
that can be read by LAMMPS. (On the Menu Bar, File →
Export File. Then, in the Save as type drop down menu, XYZ
file or LAMMPS Data file is selected.)
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Before removal of hanging atoms:

After the removal of hanging atoms:

APPENDIX C: SAMPLE LAMMPS INPUT SCRIPT FOR FINDING THE THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY
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LAMMPS input file used to find the thermal conductivity of a Nickel-coated CNT is given below
####---------------KAPPA FOR A NICKEL-COATED 3WCNT---------------####
#----------Defining the characteristics of the system----------#
units
dimension
boundary
atom_style
newton
neigh_modify

metal
3
s s s
atomic
on
delay 5

#----------creating the structure----------#
read_data

Ni3WCNT.data

#----------applying interatomic potentials----------#
pair_style
pair_coeff
pair_coeff
pair_coeff

hybrid airebo 3.0 eam/alloy morse 3.0
* * airebo CH.airebo C NULL
* * eam/alloy Ni99.eam.alloy NULL Ni
1 2 morse 0.234 1.975 2.27 3.0

mass
mass

1 12.0111
2 58.6934

#----------Defining the variables and initial settings----------#
variable
variable
variable
variable
variable
variable
variable
variable

T equal 300
# temperature 300 Kelvin
dt equal 0.0005
# timestep(0.5fs)
p equal 1
# Nevery
s equal 50000
# Nrepeat
d equal $p*$s
# Nfreq
Tlo equal 250
#cold region@250K
Thi equal 350
#hot region@350K
tdiff1 equal c_Thot-c_Tcold

thermo_style
thermo_modify
timestep
thermo

custom step vol temp pe ke etotal
flush yes
${dt}
$d

compute

PE all pe/atom
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dump

PEtotal all custom 20000 3WCNT.pe id type x y z c_PE

minimize

1.0e-10 1.0e-10 10000 10000

velocity

all create $T 8765432 mom yes rot yes dist gaussian

restart

100000 Ni.restart

variable
variable

grid equal 100
gridsize equal lx/${grid}

variable
variable

f1lo equal xlo
f1hi equal xlo+1.0*${gridsize}

variable
variable

f2lo equal xhi-1.0*${gridsize}
f2hi equal xhi

variable
variable

hlo equal xlo+2.0*${gridsize}
hhi equal xlo+3.0*${gridsize}

variable
variable

chi equal xhi-2.0*${gridsize}
clo equal xhi-3.0*${gridsize}

region
region

hot block ${hlo} ${hhi} INF INF INF INF units box
cold block ${clo} ${chi} INF INF INF INF units box

region
region

F1 block ${f1lo} ${f1hi} INF INF INF INF units box
F2 block ${f2lo} ${f2hi} INF INF INF INF units box

group
group

CNT type 1
METAL type 2

group
group

HOT region hot
COLD region cold

group
group

FE1 region F1
FE2 region F2

group
group
group

MODEL subtract all FE1 FE2
CNTmodel intersect MODEL CNT
METALmodel intersect MODEL METAL

fix
fix

FIX1 FE1 setforce 0.0 0.0 0.0 region F1
FIX2 FE2 setforce 0.0 0.0 0.0 region F2

fix
run

MUCAN MODEL nve
200000

fix

EQUIL MODEL langevin $T $T 0.05 1234567 zero yes
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thermo_style

custom step vol temp pe ke etotal f_EQUIL

run

100000

unfix
unfix

EQUIL
MUCAN

thermo_style
fix
run
unfix

custom step vol temp pe ke etotal

MUCAN2 MODEL nve
50000
MUCAN2

dump_modify
thermo

PEtotal every 50000
50000

#----------Temperature setting on either ends----------#
fix
fix
fix

NVEmodel MODEL nve
KEin HOT langevin ${Thi} ${Thi} 0.05 1234567 tally yes
KEout COLD langevin ${Tlo} ${Tlo} 0.05 1234567 tally yes

#----------Applying MTTM----------#
variable
variable
variable
variable
variable
variable
variable
variable
variable

C_e equal 21.82938e-6 #2.16117e-6
rho_e equal 0.18298 #8.49e-2
kep equal 0.0575155 #0.2503042
gmp equal 5.575921 #4.69781640
gms equal 0
v_0 equal 0
Nx equal 100
Ny equal 1
Nz equal 1

fix
METALmttm METALmodel mttm 699489 ${C_e} ${rho_e} ${kep}
${gmp} ${gms} ${v_0} ${Nx} ${Ny} ${Nz} inputx.txt 50000 Nimttmout.txt
1 1
compute
compute

Thot HOT temp/region hot
Tcold COLD temp/region cold

compute
compute
compute

KE all ke/atom
KEHOT HOT ke
KECOLD COLD ke

compute
compute

KECNT CNTmodel ke
KEMETAL METALmodel ke
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variable
eV/K

kB equal 8.6173324e-5

variable

TEMP atom c_KE/(${kB}*1.5)

fix

# Maxwell-Boltzmann constant in

AVE1 all ave/time $p $s $d v_tdiff1 ave running

thermo_style
custom step temp c_Thot c_Tcold f_KEin f_KEout
v_tdiff1 f_AVE1 c_KEHOT c_KECOLD ke pe etotal
compute

CC1 all chunk/atom bin/1d x lower 0.01 units reduced

fix
AVECHUNKALL all ave/chunk $p $s $d CC1 v_TEMP file
1NiSWCNT_tempall.txt
fix
KECHUNKALL all ave/chunk $p $s $d CC1 c_KE file
1NiSWCNT_KEall.txt
run

2000000

APPENDIX D: CALCULATIONS OF TTM PARAMETERS FOR NICKEL
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To run TTM-MD simulation using LAMMPS, certain parameters are to be supplied as input from
which other required components would be derived by the software. This document details the
pre-simulation calculations to get the necessary input parameters for Ni, given in table 2.

1) Electronic Specific Heat, Ce: In order to find the electronic specific heat for Ni at 300K,
we use Ce = σ T.
𝐽

For Ni, σ=7.02mJ/mol.K2 [64], Thus, at 300K, 𝐶𝑒 = 7.02 × 10−3 𝑚𝑜𝑙.𝐾2 × 300 𝐾 ×
6.242 × 1018

𝑒𝑉
𝐽

1 𝑚𝑜𝑙

× 6.022×1023𝑒 − = 21.82938 × 10 − 6 𝑒𝑉/𝑒−. 𝐾

2) Electron density, 𝝆𝒆 : It is the number of electrons per unit volume. The density of pure
Nickel is found to be 8.917 g/cm3 and the molar mass of pure nickel at room temperature
is 58.6934 g/mol [65]. Therefore, the density of Ni in terms of atoms per cubic centimeter
was calculated as follows,
𝜌 ≈

𝑔
8.917 ⁄ 3 × 6.022×1023 𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠⁄𝑚𝑜𝑙
𝑐𝑚
𝑔
58.6934 ⁄𝑚𝑜𝑙

≈ 0.914893 × 1023

𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠
𝑐𝑚3

The number of valence electrons per each Ni atom is 2. Hence, the electron density ρe , for
Ni is calculated as follows:
ρe ≈ 0.914893 × 1023 × 2

𝑒−
𝑐𝑚3

×

1

𝑐𝑚3

1024 𝐴°3

≈ 0.18298

𝑒−
𝐴°3

3) Electron thermal conductivity, κe: Wiedemann-Franz Law was used to approximate the
value of electron thermal conductivity. Based on the assumption that the ratio of the
thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity is a function of temperature, we have
𝜅𝑒 𝜋 2 𝑘𝐵 2
=
=𝐿
𝜎𝑇
3𝑒 2
For Ni, electrical resistivity at 300K is 7×10-8 Ωm and Lorenz factor is 2.15×10-8 WΩ/K2
[66], therefore,
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𝜅𝑒 = 2.15 × 10−8

𝑊Ω
1
×
× 300𝐾 = 92.14 W/mK
2
𝐾
7 × 10−8 Ωm
𝐽

= 92.14 𝑠.𝑚.𝐾×6.242×1018

𝑒𝑉
𝐽

𝑚.𝑠

×1022 𝑝𝑠.𝐴𝑜

𝑒𝑉

= 0.0575155 𝑝𝑠.𝐴𝑜 .𝐾
4) Electron-ion interaction coefficient, γep: It has been experimentally found that gep =
3.6×1017 W/m3K [67]. gep is the coupling constant for the electron-phonon interaction and
it is related to γep via the following formula: gep =

3𝑛𝑘𝐵 𝛾𝑒𝑝
𝑚

, where kB is Boltzmann’s constant

(1.380648 × 10-23 J.K-1), m is the mass of the Ni atom and n is the number of Ni atoms per
unit volume. For Ni, density is 8.917 g/cm3.
𝑔
8.917 × 106 ⁄𝑚3 × 6.022 × 1023 𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠⁄𝑚𝑜𝑙
𝑛=
= 0.914893 × 1029 atoms/m3
𝑔
58.6934 ⁄𝑚𝑜𝑙
𝑊

Therefore,

γep=

𝑔

3.6×1017 3 ×58.6934
𝑚 𝐾
6.022×1023
𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠
29
−23 𝐽
3×0.914893×10
3 ×1.38065×10
𝑚

𝐾

= 5.575921 g/mol. ps

